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Information, Power, and the

Science Citation Index a

I

I’ve never thought of myself as a

power-hungry man, but it is true that

like most people I find myself thinking
now and then of what I’d do in a par-
ticular situation if only I had the
power. In such day-dreaming, one fre-

quently overlooks the knowledge re-
quired, Knowledge, indeed, can itself

represent a very potent form of power.

And information is the first step on the

road to knowledge. (Unfortunately,

knowledge and wisdom don’t go hand

in hand. )

Many years ago, when there was less

concrete evidence for the claim, we
once advertised the science Citation

Index @ as the “most powerful infor-

mation tool ever developed. ” It turned

out that the ad caused us considerable

anguish because of the reaction, parti-

cularly among our British colleagues,

against a so-called “Madison Avenue”

approach in this advertisement of a

scientific index. We stopped using the
ad, but each passing year has demonstra-

ted the great “power” that the SCI@

or any other large index or encyclo-

pedic work can provide.

I am one of a small “elite” of

scientists who have personal sets of the

Science Citation Index. 1 use it almost

every day for a wide variety of reasons.

It gives me a sense of great power.

Sometimes, when I receive a phone
call from a reader of Current Corr-

tents@, 1 thumb through the SC1 as we
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art talking. when I ask him what he’s

been doing since he published his super-

classic on metabolism of trace elements
in the Siberian toad, need I say that the

effect can be electrifying!

There are probably only a thousand

scientists in the world with a research

budget large enough to “justify” a

personal subscription to the SC1. An-

other 10,000 could “afford” the annual

expenditure of $750 for the SC1 at our

departmental grant rate, but few would
probably admit to any desire, in con-

nection with a personal subscription,

for “power” through information. Yet
I once met a scientist in Germany who

used a substantial part of his research

grant to buy the SC1. He regularly wrote

critical reviews of the literature in his

field, and used the SC1 almost daily.

I believe that clever fellow has since

become director of his institute, and
I’ve often wondered how many favors

he extracted from his colleagues who
had needed permission to use his SCI.

Since then, the Institute’s library has

ordered the SC] for general staff use,

but the new director maintains his

personal subscription as a key factor in

the ‘political” battles waged between

scientists in their every-day struggles to
keep abreast, and, if possible. at least

one step ahead.

A great deal has been written about
competition among scientists,l and
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perhaps some of the above may strong-

ly suggest thepriority-conscious scien-

tist whose description by Watsonz so

many people have taken as evidence of

power-hungry egomania within the
ivory towers. That is merely an exag-

geration of a trait, certainly not re-

stricted to scientists, that Darwin ex-

pressed nicely when he said, “My love

of natural sciences . . . has been much

aided by the ambition to be esteem-

ed by my fellow natural ists. ”s There

is nothing culpable in such a striving.

This normal desire for reputation and

“power” of a sort notwithstanding,

there are scientists I have encountered
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who resent and reject the SC1 on the

assumption that, if not indeed primarily
designed for the purpose, it is too easily

used to pander to ego satisfaction-

someone else’s of course .g. s. The fact
remains, however, that the SC1 is being

used in analysis and planning of science

policy, in evaluation of research per-
formance,G and even in prognostica-

tion of Nobel awards. T, B. Whatever

the motives of users, and whatever

others’ evaluation of them, perhaps the

SC1 will after all turn out to be the

“most powerful information tool ever

developed.”
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